fragments may develop up to the free-swimming stage, they invariably perish without any attempt at regeneration.
Part I deals with the normal cleavage of Ilyanassa in so far as is necessary to furnish a basis for comparison with the cleavage of isolated blastomeres, as described in Part II. Prof. WILSON has, at my request, added an appendix in which are considered certain general questions upon which more or less light is thrown by my experimental results. To him and to Prof. HESRY F. 0SBORN I desire to express my gratitude for constant assistance and encouragement throughout the course of my studies 1).
Part I.
Normal cleavage in Ilyanassa.
This gasteropod deposits a capsule of quite tough consistency having the shape of an irregular polyhedron about 1.6 mm in diameter, and containing from 30 to 100 eggs. The eggs lie imbedded in a gelatinous substance, and are sometimes so closely packed that mutual pressure causes them to be irregular in form. Asthe eggs are very fragile, considerable care must be exercised in extracting them for close study. If the capsule be firmly grasped at one corner by a finely-pointed pair of forceps, another corner or section of the wall can be cut away with a pair of curved scissors; by impelling a stream of water into this opening with a fine pipette, the eggs will be forced out, though many will break up. The entire eggs are now placed in a salt-cellar in freshly filtered sea-water2). By regulating the depth of the water a C. ZEXSS objective may be used, and with a 4-ocular camera drawings of a large size can be made without subjecting the egg to cover-glass pressure.
The unsegmented ovum has a diameter of 0.18 ram. It is very l) Nomenclature. As a general basis, I shall use WILSO~'S mode of designating the blastomeres in this type of cleavage, the ,spirals. Each macromere will be designated by the letter A, /~, C or D, according to the quadrant of the 4-cell stage which it forms. Each original micromere will be denoted by the small letter a, b, c or d, corresponding to its parent maeromere, and in addition an exponent denoting the generation of which it is a member. Daughter-cells of these micromeres receive in addition an exponent designating their relative position, the cell nearer the lower pole of the egg receiving the highe:" exponent, regardless of relative size.
"-' Filtering is most necessary in order to eliminate the protozoa, which otherwise would attack and destroy the eggs. opaque and contains a very large quantity of deutoplasm-spheres. No membrane invests the egg. Granulation is finer at the animal or formative pole, where the polar globules arise in the usual manner. After remaining apparently quiescent for four hours after the extrusion of the second polar globule the eggs pass into the well known ~trefoil, stage preparatory to the first cleavage. This is initiated by the formation of a large swelling at the vegetative pole ( Fig. 1) , which forms the beginning of the well known ,yolklobe~ 1) originally described by BOBRETZKY2), in the case of Nassa, a close relative of Ilyan~sa. Since the formation of the yolk-lobe presents many variations in different gasteropod eggs, I shall describe it in Ilyanassa, notwithstanding its well known character.
The yolk-lobe is filled with closely packed deutoplasm-spheres, and in sections no astral rays can be found extending down into its substance from the arehoplasms of the dividing nucleus. MEAD (lot. cit.) finds the contrary condition existing in Chaetopterus. But it will be observed that in the ]lyanassa ovum, the coarse, densely packed yolk matter is relatively more abundant than in Chae.topterus.
Soon after the first appearance of the yolk-lobe, there appears at the animal pole a shallow furrow, which is the beginning of the first cleavage-furrow (Fig. 2) . The egg is now somewhat flattened laterally. Viewing the subsequent phenomena from the side, there is now seen on each side, "just below the equator of the egg, an indentation (Fig. 2) , which progresses toward the center of the ~trefoil, figure (Fig. 3) . Of the three lobes of this ,trefoil, stage, only the two adjoining the animal pole can be regarded as cells, for only these contain nuclear material. The third lobe (the yolklobe) is composed nearly entirely of yolk-matter. It lies at first symmetrical to the two cells, these latter being e x a c tly e q u al in s i z e. Soon, however, one of the lateral indentations cuts completely through to join the first cleavage-furrow while the other lateral indentation progresses not so far, leaving a narrow connection of egg-substance between the yolk-lobe and the cell (CD) on that side. This connection afterwards widens (Fig. 4) , the seemingly equatorial furrow disappears, and ultimately all trace of the separate yolk-lobe disappears, its substance having fused with the 1) Among the annelids the appearance of a yolk-lobe is noted in Chaetopterus, by MEAD. Journ. of Morph. Vol. X. No. 1.
2) BOBRETZKY, Studien fiber die embryonale Entwiekelung der Gastropoden.
Archiv f. mikr. Anat. Bd. XIII. 1877.
1" cell with which it retained connection (Fig. 5 ). In the resting 2-cell stage, therefore, the size of the cells is unequal (Fig. 6 ), the larger cell CD exceeding the smaller, A B, by the amount of the material contained in the yolk-lobe. After about three hours rest, the cells become rounded and begin to divide at the same time (Fig. 7) , the smaller cell nearly equally, giving A and B, while the large cell CD forms a large yolk-lobe, and considered alone repeats with exactness the processes seen in the first cleavage of the wholeegg. At the resting stage (Fig. 8) , we have three nearly equal cells, A, B, and C, and a fourth cell, D, which exceeds C in size by the amount of the yolk-lobe material which has entered into it. B and D are in contact at the upper pole as well as at the lower pole, and therefore there is no crossing of the upper and lower cross-furrpws as is the case in Physa, Limnaea a~ld PlanorMs. Still .4 and C are slightly nearer to each other at the upper 'pole than at the lower, and thus we have a faint expression of a leiotropic spiral cleavage.
Two hours later, an equatorial cleavage divides from the macromeres the micromcres of the first generation, a 1, bl cl, d I (Fig. 9) . These arise dexiotropically. Sometimes a yolk-lobe is formed in D, but often the cell merely lengthens somewhat daring division. The second generation of micromcres arises leiotropically (Fig. 1 O, a 2, b 2 , c2, d~); a2 is of the same size as the others, and whether or not it is the first somatoblast, I am not prepared to state. At about the same time that the second micromeres arise, the micromeres of the first generation divide leiotropically and unequally, the larger cells remaining central, and the smaller cells being wedged in between the cells of the second generation (Fig. 10) . This is important to bear in mind in connection with the sometimes equal division of the corresponding cells in partial embryos, where the dividing cell lies free, and division is uninfluenced by mechanical resistance. A third equatorial cleavage cuts off from the macromeres, the cells a3, b3, c 3, d~ (Fig. 11) . These arise dcxiotropically. Shortly after, the cells of the second generation divide dexiotropically, the resulting cells being equal in size (a 2"1, a'~'2; b2.1, b2.2; c2.1, c2.2; d2.1 d2"2; Fig. 11 ).
Then succeeds a period of several hours during which the macromcres do not divide. The micromercs however continue to divide, and at the time of the fourth cleavage of the macromercs, there are from 44 to 52 ectomeres. These later ectomeric divisions are of minor importance and will not enter into consideration in the present paper. At the fourth division of the macromeres, each of the three smaller cells, A, B, and C, gives off leiotropically an entomere containing deutoplasm. (The appearance of these in surface view is shown in Fig. 51 , an embryo having D of the same size as _4, B and C.) The large cell D, however, segments off leiotropically, and upward, a clear cell containing no deutoplasm, which is from its first appearance partly covered over by ectomeres of the second and third generations. This is d i, the mesoblast pole-cell (Fig. 12) , by its clear protoplasm easily distinguishable from the other cells of the fourth generation, a 4, b 4 and c 4. Not long after its origin, d~ or M, divides equally in a vertical plane, establishing the bilateral symmetry of the embryo. Precisely as inthe annelid, therefore, there is a mesoblast pole-cell, derived from the large posterior macromere D. The descendants of the first three quartets of mieromeres grow down over the seven endoderm Cells, the mesoblast-cell lying" between the two layers at about the level of the equator of the embryo.
To sum up, the cleavage of llyauassa is a perfectly typical spiral cleavage, similar in all essential respects to that of Umbrella ~), Crepidula2), Unio3), and to that of Nereis and other annelids4).
Part II.
I. Development of isolated Blastomeres of Ilyanassa,
The method of obtaining isolated blastomercs was as follows. One or two of the eggs, after removal from the capsule at the desired stage, were taken up with a fine pipette, placed in a fresh watch-glass of sea-water, and gently agitated by spurting the water about. Most eggs will completely break up with three or four spurts of the pipette, but in about one out of ten cases the blastomeres will separate without injury. (75--100) is obtained, another method is useful, especially in studying the cells of the 4-and 8-cell stages. The eggs are allowed to develop within the capsule to the desired stage, and then, by handling somewhat roughly in extracting, a number (10--15) of isolations may be obtained. Still another method I have found useful, while continuing the experiments on other gasteropods at Woods Hell. In drawing out the pipette, a spiral twist can easily be given to the spout, and when an egg is drawn up into it, the agitation caused by the spiral current will very often effect the separation.
The separated blastomeres were then isolated in watch-glasses, and by changing the filtered sea-water every few hours, could be made to live for four or five days. In all, the number of isolations studied was over 200. Since completing the studies at Columbia I have repeated the experiments with confirmatory results at the Marine Biological Laboratory at Woods Hell, obtaining partial development of isolated blastomercs in the genera Ilyanassa, Urosalpinx and Anachis (2 sp.).
General Summary. Isolated blastomeres developing under normal conditions, exhibit as a rule a typical partial development: that is, each develops as if the missing portions of the embryo were present. 1~o regeneration of the missing part takes place; and therefore a whole embryo of small size is never developed from a part of the original ovum. The exceptions are 1) isolated blastomeres which did not divide at all; 2) two cases (out of 200 eases studied) which segmented at the outset like the entire, egg, but death occurred at a very early stage; and, 3) isolations obtained from eggs which had been subjected to a low temperature.
A. The cleavage of isolated blastomeres of the normal 2-cell stage (Figs. 13--29), is in all essential respects the same as in a corresponding half of the complete embryo, but the micromeres of the fourth generation continue to lie at the surface, and do not pass into the interior as in the normal development. In the larger half-embryo however, a cell corresponding in origin and appearance to the mesoblast pole-coil (d 4) arises from the large macromere D. Development continues for but a short time, after which the cells become rounded and disintegrate. There is none that can be identified with a mesoblast pole-cell. Embryos of this kind live several days, develop a band of cilia, and swim quietly around, but never reach the veliger stage. The isolated yolk-lobe itself never divides.
Regarding. the question of ,post-generation,, it is of course possible that ~/s a result of the rough treatment in operating, death 1) RABL, C., lJber die Entwiekelung der Tellerschueeke. Morph. Jahrb. Vol. V. lS79. --CRAMPTON, H. E., Jr., Reversal of Cleavage in a sinistral Gasteropod. Annals N. Y. Acad. of Sciences. Vol. VIII. 1892. of the partial embryo occurs at a stage before regeneration of the missing part could take place. I do not think this probable on the ground that partial embryos will live in many eases for four or five days, an age at which the normal embryos are well developed and actively swimming trochophores. As no trace of post-generative power is exhibited by the partial embryos, it is probable that none exists.
Detailed observations upon the cleavage of isolated blastomeres.
A. One-half blastomeres.
There are three kinds of these to be considered, according to the part of the original ovum each forms: 1} the smaller cell of the completed two-cell stage; 2) the larger cell of the completed twocell stage, and 3) the cell of the ,trefoil, stage, corresponding to the larger cell, divested of its appendant yolk-lobe. This last is of the same size as the smaller one-half blastomere; and we shall find in a subsequent section, that when it remains in eonneetion with this smaller one-half, it develops in the same manner. And as, when separated, it divides throughout as does the smaller one-half, it will be considered as such. Practically therefore, there are but two kinds of one-half blastomeres, the smaller and the larger. The latter exceeds the former in size by the mass of the yolk-lobe.
As implied above, one-half blastomeres can be obtained as early as the ,trefoil, stage. In the ease of the larger one-half blastomere, the yolk-lobe fuses normally with the cell, and subsequent development is the same as that of the corresponding cell of the resting 2-cell stage1).
a. Considering first the smaller half, which after isolation becomes perfectly spherical (Fig. 13) , one is struck with the accuracy with which the cleavage follows the normal half-development. At the first cleavage corresponding to the second cleavage of the normal egg, two equal ceils result, A and B (Fig. 14) . At 1) A description of the cleavage of the smaller half applies equally well to that of the united two smaller cells, .4 plus Jg, of the 4-cell stage; and the account of the larger half applies to the development of the united ceils C plus /) of the 4-cell stage. In no case examined with special regard to this point did the cells A or J9 remain in connection with C or D. Thus the combinations .4 and C, B and C, 1) and A, D and B are excluded; and a two-fourths embryo is derived from but one of the original halves of the egg, and not from parts of both. the next division, corresponding to the third or equatorial cleavage of normal eggs, each macromere produces dexiotropically a micromere, a l, b t (Fig. 15) , corresponding exactly to mieromeres of the first generation of control eggs, these latter being at the time composed of eight cells. After the usual pause, each macromere produces another micromere leiotropically, a 2, b "~ (Fig. 16) . On comparing this partial embryo of 6 cells with the corresponding cells in the normal egg (Fig. 10) , we find a slight difference in that the second micromerc a2 derived from .A, instead of lying away from the former centre of the egg (*) arises directly in contact with the cells B and b~; ,gliding, does not occur: that is, the cell does not at first arise beyond a t and later shift its position, but the karyokinetie spindle is from the first accommodated to the changed conditions under which it forms.
A division of the cells a 1, b~, produces from each a small cell, which lies distally, as in the normal embryo. A little later, a third micromere arises from _/1 and B, and the mieromeres, a 2 and b~, divide dexiotropically (Fig. 17) . A stage of 12 cells results, which in the number, origin and size of the cells is an exact half of the complete 24-cell stage (Fig. 11)1 ).
There follows in the macromeres a long period of rest. Eetomeric divisions continue, and the ectodermic cap grows down as shown in Fig. 18 , before another division of A and B takes place. After the fourth division of these (Fig. 19) viewed from the lower pole, there are four central cells, easily recognizable as entodermic, as deutoplasm-granules arc similarly present in all. These cells are finally completely overgrown by the clear ectodermic cells, and in one case (Fig. 20) 46 hours after isolation, a partial circle of cilia was developed by which the small embryo swam slowly about. Death always ensues; the mass of cells resembles at first a loose pile of spheres, which later disintegrate. The half-egg has formed a half-embryo which cannot exist by itself.
b. Turning our attention to the larger half (C D) we find that the first cleavage (second of the complete egg) proceeds in a manner exactly similar to that of the corresponding half of the entire egg: that is, a yolk-lobe is produced (Figs. 21, 22 and 23) . At the time of the equatorial cleavage, the micromeres c~ and dl arc produced 1) In the specimen figured the outlines of the central cells, derived from al and b 1, could not be distinguished. (Fig. 24) , and a large yolk-lobe is again formed by the cell D, as in the complete egg. Sometimes the yolk-lobe is to the left of the cell D proper (Fig. 24) , and again in other eases, it lies to the right of D proper. In either case, after fusion of the yolk-lobe with D, the appearance of the 4//s embryo is that shown in Fig. 25 . Two micromeres of the second generation, c 2, d 2 (Fig. 26) , are produced leiotropically and the cells c t and d t divide leiotropically, giving rise to the small cells c 1"2, d 1"2 (Fig. 27) . The cells of the third generation of micromeres, c 3 and d 3, arise dexiotropically, and the second micromeres divide equally in a right handed spiral (Fig. 28) .
We now have before us a 12/24 embryo, which will be found on comparison with the 12/24 derived from a small half (Fig. 17) to differ from it in some points. In the latter case there are four central cells derived from the first micromeres, surrounded by a circle of six cells, viz., the two mieromeres of the third group, and the products of the second mieromeres. In the 12/24 from a large half (Fig. 28) there are the same four central ectomeres, derived from the two mieromeres of the first generation, but owing to the mass of D and C being greater than A and B, the circle of cells made up of the second and third micromeres is incomplete; thus resembling more clearly the appearance of a corresponding half of the 24-cell normal embryo (Fig. 11) .
The origin of the fourth group of cells from C and D is extremely difficult to observe. Segmentation in partial embryos of this kind rarely continues more than 10 or 12 hours; that is, not further than the stage at which the mesoderm pole-cell is produced. The most favorable embryo obtained is shown in Fig. 29 . By a division of the cell C, a deutoplasm-bearing cell, c 4, has arisen, and from D has been produced d 4, which, by its position, its clear protoplasm and early subsequent division, resembles the mesoblast pole-cell. Partial embryos of this kind will not, with most careful treatment, live long enough to develop cilia, and in no case have mesoblast-bands been formed. As in the other cases, the part is incapable of regenerating the missing portions, and life cannot continue.
B. t/4 Blastomeres.
Isolated 1/4 blastomeres are difficult to obtain, on account of the close connection of the cells of the 4-cell stage. But 10% of the 1/4 blastomeres studied were of the larger size, and as these developed but a short time, the origin and fate of the fourth cell produced by them (i. e. the cell corresponding to d 4, the mesoblast pole-cell) could not be observed. Since, however, the early development of the two kinds of 1/4 blastomeres is exactly the same, the following description will suffice for both. And as in the development of the .1/4 blastomerc the partial nature of cleavage is most clearly exhibited, the following account will be more detailed than the preceding.
About one and one-half hours after separation, the hitherto round blastomere elongates, and finally segments off a mieromcrc, a I (Fig. 30) , corresponding in size and appearance to a mieromere of the first generation of the normal embryo of eight cells. Two hours later, a second micromere is produced, a 2 (Fig. 31) , lying beside the first, and of about the same size. Within half an hour, the first micromere a I divides, sometimes equally (a 1"~, a 1"2, Fig. 32 ), but more often, as in the normal egg, a small cell is the distal product (a 1"1, a 1"2, Fig. 33)1) . After the usual pesiod of rest, of about one hour, the second mieromere, a 2, divides equally (a 2"t, a 2"2, Fig. 34) , and a third mieromcre, a 3, is separated off by the macromere (Fig. 34 ). An hour later, the larger daughter-cell of the first micromere, namely a 1"1, divides equally (a TM, a 1"1"2, Fig. 35 ), and we now have an embryo of seven cells, one entomere and six ectomeres, which, in respect to the number, origin, and size of its cells, exactly resemblesaquarter of the complete embryo of 28 cells. Later divisions of the ectomeres I have not followed. The macromere (D, as well as A, B and C), remains quiescent for a long time, and then divides unequally (Fig. 36) . The fourth micromere, 'if it can be so named, contains deutoplasm granules, absent in the earlier mieromeres, and is to all appearances of the same material as the large cell. Later divisions of these cells have not been found to occur. Throughout later development, two large cells containing 1) The inequality of this division may be accounted for as follows: In normal development, the first mieromeres divide before the second micromeres. have lost their bulging form and have flattened down; therefore, when celldivision occurs in the first micromere, there is but a small space left between the cells of the second generation of micromeres in which the peripheral product of division can lie. Encountering this pressure, equal division is prevented. The first micromere of the isolated 1/4 embryo lies free on the macromere, and consequently very often divides equally. yolk matter are plainly seen, enclosed by the clear ectodermic cells. In the case of D, the fourth micromere acts as does a 4, b 4 or c 4, but partial embryos derived from the large macromere D of the 4-cell stage cannot be induced to live beyond this stage.
In the case of the smaller 1:: 4 embryos, when 24 hours old, a distinct vesicle is to be seen, situated in the ectoderm cells (Fig. 37) . This appears at the same time as its occurrence in control eggs. When 48 hours old, the partial embryo is free-swimming, of the appearance shown in Fig. 38 . The two cntomeres arc still distinctly visible, surrounded by the ectoderm cells. Of these latter, there are certainly three, and probably four, which are provided with cilia, by whose active motion the fragment swims.
Death invariably occurs within 24 hours after this, that is, before the partial embryo is three days old. The cells become rounded and lose their close connection, so that the mass has an appearance of a loose pile of various sized balls. All of the cells disintegrate shortly after.
Two of the 1/4 blastomeres remaining in connection develop like a 1/2 blastomere after its first division has taken place. If but one of the blastomcres of the 4-cell stage be broken in experimenting, it is always the larger. The remaining three cells develop as if the missing quadrant were present. Three generations of micromeres arise as usual and their subsequent divisions are the same as in the complete embryo (Figs. 39--42) . At the time of origin of the fourth micromeres, the macromeres divide slightly unequally (Fig. 42) , giving a mass of six entoderm cells, surrounded by the products of the three generations of mieromeres; these latter finally enclose the entomeric mass. A vesicle is developed in the eetomeres at a stage shown in Fig. 45 . Life never continues for more than a few hours after such a stage, and during that time no change can be observed in the partial embryo.
C. 1/s Blastomeres.
The cleavage of these is of little importance, aside from the fact that beyond this stage, isolated cells are incapable of further division. In Ilyanassa, macromeres of the 8-cell stage do not segment subsequent to isolation, but retain a round form and after a few hours, disintegrate. The isolated micromeres, however, exhibit some interesting phenomena. A large number attempt to divide, but not being able to do so, resume a spherical form. In such cells the nucleus appears very plainly as a distinct, clear vesicle. Soon after, the outline becomes irregular, the cell often becomes amoeboid in appearance, flattens out, and disintegrates.
In other cases, division occurs, but it is never equal. Soon after this division, the larger product divides again, this time equally (Fig. 44a TM, a1"1"2) . Later divisions do not occur in these fragments. If two or more micromeres retain connection with each other, the resulting plate of cells resembles more perfectly the appearance of the corresponding cells of a complete embryo (Figs. 45  and 46 ). Disintegration always occurs at a very early stage.
D. The two cells of the ~ trefoil ~ stage after removal of the yolk-lobe,
These cells are of equal size (Fig. 47 ), since the difference in size between the normal two cells in the resting stage is equal to the mass of the yolk-lobe matter, contained in the larger. It is therefore impossible, after removal of the yolk-lobe, to identify the cell to which the yolk-lobe was follnerly attached, and which cell would consequently have given rise to the mesoblast pole-cell.
After the usual period of rest, a meridional cleavage takes place, giving four equal cells, A, B, C, D (Fig. 48) . As in the normal. four-cell stage, .4 and C lie a little above B and D, but do not meet at the upper pole ; the cleavage is therefore slightly leiotropic. An equatorial cleavage produces dexiotropically from the macromeres, the cells of the first generation of micromeres, a 1, b 1, c~, d t (Fig. 49) . At this same time, control eggs are also composed of eight cells. The second group of micromeres arises leiotropically, and almost immediately afterward the micromeres of the first generation divide leiotropically and unequally, each producing a large central cell, and peripherally a small cell. A little later the third group of micromeres i8 segmented off from the macromeres, and the second micromeres divide equally in a dexiotropie spiral. The resulting 24rcell stage (Fig. 50) differs from the normal 24-cell stage (Fig. 11) , merely in the smaller size of the macromere D. Now, disregarding the minor divisions of the ectomeres, and viewing the embryo from the lower pole, we find that ten hours after isolation, a synchronous division of all the macromeres takes place (Fig. 51) , giving rise to four smaller cells of the same size, which lie distally. In the normal development (Fig. 12 ) one of these cells is the mesoblast pole=cell, while the other three give rise to entoderm. In the modified form under consideration all the cells derived from the macromeres at this cleavage contain dcuto= plasm-spheres (absent in the earlier micromeres), and therefore no one of them can be distinguished by the characters which mark the mesoderm pole-cell, d 4, of normal embryos. All the quartet have the characters of entoderm, like the macromeres. Around the yolk-laden mass formed by these eight cells the ectoderm grows in the usual manner, and forty-eight hours after the first cleavage, the embryo is of the form shown in fig. 52 . Although triangular in side view, the outline is nearly square when viewed from below, thus differing from the oblong aspect of normal embryos of this age, from the same point of view. An active band of cilia occupies the normal position. But the most striking fact is the complete absence of cells corresponding in position to mesoblast-bands. The partial embryo is composed of ectoderm and entoderm. I do not say that as a consequence of this fact it follows that the yolk-lobe contains prelocalized mesoblast material; it would appear rather, that the presence of the yolk mass in the cell D, may be the stimulus which causes that cell to act differently from the other macromeres A, B and C.
II. Development of isolated Blastomeres of cooled Eggs.
Often during the spring, I obtained more material than I could well -use at the time, and I placed the undisturbed capsules in small aquaria exposed to the outdoor temperature over night. The temperature rarely reached as low as 32 ~ (0 ~ C.). When brought into the warm laboratory on the folla~ng morning, the embryos were always at the same stage as at the time of exposure. Development then proceeded normally. If) however, unsegmented eggs were taken out of the capsule before exposure to the cold, varying results were obtained when the eggs were warmed and allowed to segment. An initial meridional division occurs, but while some divide like the normal ovum, others have the yolk-lobe much reduced, while still others divide equally, without a yolk-lobe formation. These last, even if undisturbed, always devolop irregularly; a 4-cell stage is reached, which resembles that of Limnaea, but succeeding divisions are very irregular.
Of isolated 1/2 blastomcres of the above eggs, we have three orders. First, the smaller 1/2 blastomere of unequally dividing eggs; second, the larger 1/2 blastomere of unequally dividing eggs; and third, the 1/2 blastomeres of equally dividing eggs. The division of these isolated blastomeres shows, as might be expected, many pathological features. In some cases, however, the divisions show certain features that recall the cleavage of the entire normal ovum. Thus, blastomeres of the first order may form a small yolk-lobe (Figs. 53, 54 ) and give rise to two slightly unequal cells. Each of these then divides equally (Fig. 56) , and Iater each of the products forms a micromere (Fig. 57) , but the embryo of eight cells is very irregular, and lives through but two or three succeeding cleavages.
All the blastomeres of the second kind obtained, viz. larger 1/2 (Fig. 58) , also show a tendency to divide in a manner simulating that of the entire normal embryo. A yolk-lobe is formed (Figs. 59 and 60), larger than in the preceding case, as might be expected. The resulting cells (Fig. 61) divide about equally at the second cleavage (Fig. 62) , their outline during division being extremely irregular. Micromeres are produced, though irregularly (Fig. 63 ). An embryo of this kind was obtained, which lived for three days, but owing to the extreme irregularity of its cleavage, I was unable to follow the cell-divisions. However, no mesoderm pole-cells or bands could be observed.
Blastomeres of the third order, viz., those derived from equally dividing eggs, present two forms of cleavage. Some cases (Fig. 64) divide equally (Fig. 65) ; then each of these macromeres produces dexiotropically a mieromere (Fig. 66) , and later, leiotropieally a second micromere (Fig. 67) , exactly as do isolated smaller 1/2 blastomeres of normally treated eggs. These partial embryos will sometimes live for nearly two days. Other isolated blastomeres of this third order develop in a manner somewhat similar to the normal. The round blastomere (Fig. 68 ) becomes very irregular, produces a small yolk-lobe (Figs. 69 and 70 ) and a slightly unequal 2-cell stage results (Fig. 71) . These cells divide nearly equally at the next cleavage (Fig. 72) . Later divisions I have not succeeded in obtaining. The small cell mass always breaks up within 24 hours.
The foregoing results, though fragmentary, show that subjection to a low temperature causes a disturbance of the constitution of the ovum of such a character that the cleavage of isolated blastomeres may evince a tendency, at least in their earlier stages, to simulate that of the entire normal ovum. Whether this resemblance is accidental or has a deeper meaning is uncertain. 13 --29! ist in allen wesentliehon Hinsiehten dieselbe wie in einer entspreehenden Hi~lfte des vollstKndigen Embryo; aber die Mikromeren der vierten Generation liegen best~tndig an der 0berfli~che und golangen nicht in das Inhere wie bei der normalen Entwiekelang. In dora griil3eren Hemiembryo jedoch entspricht eine Zelle in Ursprnng und Erscheinung der Mesoblast-Polzelle (d 4) ; sic geht aus yon der gro~en Makromere D. Die Entwickelung schreitet aber nur eine kurze Zeit fort, nach weleher die Zellen sich runden und dann absterben. B. Ein Blastomer des Vi erz e 11 e n-S t a d i u m s vollzieht die Furehung, als wenn sich ein Viertel in einem ganzen Embryo bildete (Fig. 30--38) ; drei Mikromeren werden nach einander gebildet und ihre sp~iteren Theilungen sind wie im normalen Embryo. Die groi3en 1/4 Blastomeren (Fig. 8, D) thoilten sich nicht lange genug, um ein viortes Mikromer, welches der Mesoblast-Polzelle entsprieht, zu orzeugen. Bei dot Entwickelung einer der anderen Vierzellen (A, B odor C) bleibt eine ZeUe eine Zeit lang an der 0berfli~che liogen; zuletzt abet iiberwachsen die Ektomoron die Entomeren, und ein Theil eines Wimperkreises wird gebildet; abet der Embryo lebt niemMs l~ingor als vier Tage. Zweiviertel-Eier entwickolten genau eine Embryoh~ilfte. Ein Dreiviortel-Embryo entwicklto sich (Fig. 39--43 ), als wenn das fehlendo Viertel gegenw~rtig w~ire. C. Mikromeren der ersten V i e r e r g r u p p e solcher Einaehtel-Blastomeren furchen sich gieiehfalls, als wenn sic in einem vollstiindigen Embryo litgen. Ein Mikromer in Verbindung mit einem Makromer (Zweiaehtel) formten oinen Viertel-Embryo. Zwei Mikromeren verdoppeln sieh als Mikromeren. Makromeren des Achtzellen-Stadiums jedoch theilen sich nicht nach dot Isolation; sic markiren die Grenze der selbst~ndigen Furehung der Dotterzellen. D. Isolirto Zellen spi~torer Stadien theilen sich fiir sich allein nicht. Wenn jedoeh verschiedone iibrige Zellen sieh veroinigen, kann eine Zeit lang Furchung stattfinden.
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